ALEXEI KOJEVNIKOV*
Dialogues about knowledge and power in
totalitarian political culture

Dictatorships are not known to provide a friendly environment for open discus
sions about thedistribution, limitations, and boundaries of power. Even when such
discussions do occur, the chances are slim that theywill surface in public and
survive inhistorical documents. The post-WorldWar II Soviet Union leftus records
of few episodes inwhich politicians and scientists argued about their respective
spheres of competence and authority.The majority of these cases involved physi
cists,which is not surprising given the period. Some of the dialogues thatwill be
analyzed below are well known; others have been hidden in forgottenand obscure
sources. The conversations were very restricted,because they took place in the
context of supposedly total dictatorship,with its strong limitations on even inter
nal and unofficial political talk.Very often participants had to resort tometaphori
cal language, and each quotation separately allows different interpretations.But
taken together and juxtaposed in a sequence, they reveal a particular pattern of
relationship between knowledge and power.
This relationship was not stable, but rather subject to negotiations and com
promise, with terms thatshiftedover time.Politicians and scientistswere two privi
leged and mutually dependent elite groups in Soviet society. The partners in this
relationship, though of course not equal, exerted influenceupon each other.Politi
cians had a share in deciding on matters related to science. At the same time,
scientistshad de facto access to political decision making, although itsnature was
not easy to formulate in acceptable Soviet political language. Even more problem
atic was theprocess of drawing a boundary between those topicswhich, in Soviet
society,were to be labeled as scientific and those which were to be considered

political.
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Societies differ in theirexact methods of solving this problem of labeling, or
demarcation, between the scientific and the political, and in their culturally spe
cific ways of establishing relationships between knowledge and power. Quite
often such a demarcation is difficult tomake, with no obvious or generally agreed
upon solution. This happens characteristically in importantcases involving seri
ous interests:what belongs to the sphere of scientists' professional expertise and
what to the competence of politicians? What are theirrelative shares of authority?
This paper attempts to specify Soviet patterns of dealing with these issues, and to
do so in a formwhich is convenient for comparisons. Loren R. Graham recently
pointed out thatone can hardly imagine a case better suited for testingcontempo
rary ideas and theories regarding science, technology, and society.1 Indeed, Soviet
science combined an exceptionally high level of development with a very specific
social and cultural milieu artificially isolated frommost international contacts.
This rare combination offersa perfectopportunityforgenuinely comparative studies

of science and society.
Previously, such comparison relied on a readily available ideological opposi
tion between East andWest. The usual answer stated that the Soviet regime re
fused to separate science from politics and ideology, and thus distorted the prac
tice of science and violated thenorms of objective research. Indeed, as a corollary
to theMarxist thesis about theory and practice, Soviet communists understood
science to be rooted in human beings' material and social life.They correspond
ingly declined to view scientificknowledge as independent of either industryand
technology or politics and values.2 For this, they could be and usually have been
condemned on thebasis of an explicit or implicit assumption that science as a free

intellectual activity should be protected from such external influences.This latter
assumption?the ideology of pure and apolitical science?is no longer as popular
as itwas in theheyday of theCold War. It does not adequately represent the social
realities and practice of democracy and has disappeared frommost contemporary
discussions about science and society,but, strangely enough, ithas survived in the
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discourse about science under totalitarian regimes. Soviet experiences with sci
ence are still often evaluated against an outdated and Utopian conception of scien
tificknowledge. Although partly justified at the time by the needs of continuing
Cold War propaganda, such a discourse has now become an anachronism. Even if
the ideological solutions offered before no longer seem satisfactory, the question
still remains of whether, and how, differentpolitical systems?dictatorships and
democracies, among others?differ in theirattitudes to theproblem of knowledge
and power.

A good starting point for changing the discourse can be found in Carlo
Ginzburg's account of themetaphysics of higher knowledge in early modern Eu
rope. Ginzburg starts from the distinction, in theChristian tradition,between the
profane knowledge thatwas intended for everybody and the higher knowledge
thatconstituted thekey to power and was considered inappropriate for lay persons
to know. Aspirations to the latterwere typically condemned as sinful pride, and
only partial exemptions were allowed for specially designated mediators and in

terpreters.According toGinzburg, earlymodern Europe recognized threehigher
secrets of this sort: the secret ofGod, the secret of Power, and the secret ofNature.
The corresponding spheres of religion, politics, and science were neither totally
separated nor fully conflated: theyconstituted differentreflectionswithin themun
dane world ofwhat in themetaphysical hierarchywas the trinityof higher knowl
edge.3

The metaphysical programs ofmodern societies have tended to reject the as
sumption of privileged knowledge, assuming the accessibility and separability of
differentkinds of knowledge and of the religious, political, and scientific authori
ties associated with them.This belief led inpractice to shiftingfrontiers,and to the
establishmentof far-reachingdivisions.Many formerlyrestricteddomains of knowl
edge came to be regarded as open to inquiry.Furthermore, a certain degree of
consensus developed regarding theirassignment to one of the three spheres. In a

number of importantcases, however, such general conventions are fuzzier or lack
ing. The program of modernist division has been very successful as a guiding
ideal, but not as something that can be ultimately completed. The precise paths
chosen by modern societies and, correspondingly, their results varied: Some in
vested more effort in isolating science from religion, while others concentrated
more on separating science frompolitics.
Soviet society, as a particular version of theprogram ofmodernity, developed
itsown approaches to theproblem of themetaphysical trinityof higher knowledge
and itsmundane divisions. Below I will concentrate primarily on the interplay
between science and politics, leaving for another occasion amore detailed discus
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sion of ideology, the remainingmember of the Soviet triad.4The logical sequence
of the episodes is as follows. First, as background, Iwill describe the Soviet meta
physics of Power and Knowledge, or the general theoretical formulation of the
relationship between them.The practical solutions thatwere triedwere noticeably
different from, though influenced by the existing theoretical views. In the first
approximation, one can speak of a Bolshevik pact of the 1920s between commu
nists and specialists, which was broken off by theCultural Revolution in 1928.
The latterwas an intermission, a radical and violent attempt to do away with the
compromise in favor of the envisioned ideal. After an indirect acknowledgment
that such Utopian goals could not be fully achieved, a new order started to emerge
in 1932, establishing a new, Stalinist pact between politicians and the intelligent
sia. Despite attempts to renegotiate itsbasic terms after
World War II, it remained
valid at least until Stalin's death and the success of the Soviet nuclear weapons
project. By 1960, however, theearlier compromise was finally replaced by amodi
fied post-Stalinist or late Soviet pact that reflected the increased importance and
power of scientists.
1.ELEMENTS OF SOVIET METAPHYSICS

OF KNOWLEDGE AND POWER

The Russian Academy of Sciences celebrated its200th anniversary in 1925.At
the jubilee meeting, thepartywas represented by Politburo member, Chairman of
theCommunist International, and Leningrad party boss Grigorii Zinoviev, who
delivered the following message: "We [communists] know thatquite a lot of divi
sions exist between us and scientists." The party,however, "likes to hope that its
program is totallygrounded on theconclusions of science....It is indeed very strange
that there exist some scientistswho are against the revolution." And even ifmany
scientists looked atMarxism with skepticism, "the era will come...when our two

camps

converge."5

That the relationship between scientists and communists was far from rosy
was so obvious thatmentioning the differences could not be avoided even on a
festive occasion. Zinoviev even had to greet separately two distinctively different
parts of his audience by addressing themwith thephrase "Citizens and Comrades!"
Although a significant portion of the scientists liked the idea of socialism, with
very few exceptions they sympathized with political parties which opposed the
Bolshevik regime.And despite theirprofessed respect towards science, with very
few exceptions Bolsheviks did not possess even basic scientific literacy and could
be highly suspicious of scientists in real life.What is important,however, is that
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Zinoviev could not allow these unpleasant empirical realities to destroy the ideal
picture of the relationship, for thatwas part of theBolshevik metaphysical world.
The ideal picture described how things should be, even though, in reality, they
were

not.

His way of saving the ideal image of theworld from confrontationwith the
hard realities of everyday experience was very common, indeed used by practi
cally everybody.When confronted directly, one can acknowledge the uncomfort
able reality but also add that things are different "at some higher level," "in es
sence,"

"in most

cases,"

or "in

the future." When

not

pressed,

one

can

simply

proceed to arguing without modalities, replacing "should" with "is." Correspond
ingly,Zinoviev acknowledged discrepancies in public when addressing an audi
ence of non-believers in 1925. But before an audience of fellow communists, or in
the laterperiod with its stricterlimitations on public talk, a politician of his rank,
instead of "likfing] to hope," would plainly state that "Party politics and ideology
are scientific"?and also advance the symmetrical statement,"Science ispartiina"
which Zinoviev refrained frommentioning to theAcademy in 1925 in order not to

upset it.
These two complementary statements represent the core of theBolshevik so
lution to the problem of knowledge and power. In the center of their ideal world
was an imagined agency, called Party.This imagined Party should not be confused
with the real one: the latter,for example, was ridden by conflicts and intrigues
while the formerhad a single will and indivisible power. The Bolsheviks, how
ever,were rarely allowed to acknowledge thisdifference in public talk,where the
word "party" usually had to be used in its ideal meaning. The ideal Party was
supposed to command single-handedly theknowledge of truepolitics, and there
fore justifiably monopolized political power. In many Bolshevik phrases, Party
substituted for power as a philosophical category. (Unofficial Soviet usage re
versed the substitution, thus confirming the synonymy.)
The same Party was also the bearer of another kind of higher knowledge, the
knowledge of truevalues and highermeanings of theworld, society, and history.
This knowledge required believers, guardians, and proselytizers, but itwas not
called Religion because Soviet society officially had no religion. Instead, thiskind
of higher knowledge went by thename Ideology and was thought to be contained

in the specified body of classic texts by Marx, Engels, and Lenin. Although in
practice the dominant meanings extracted from those texts fluctuated drastically
and often unpredictably over the years, this inconsistency, like the difference be
tween the ideal Party and the real party, could not be explicitly acknowledged in
public discourse.6
Even in theworld of communist dreams, however, the ideal Party was not
expected to command the thirdkind of higher knowledge, the knowledge of the
6. The
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natural world. For this,Bolsheviks imagined a separate ideal agency which they
called Science. In theRussian language, theword nauka (science) has a higher
meaning than theword znanie (knowledge), and ithas been used?since
long be
an elevated, philosophical category in phrases where
fore the Bolsheviks?as
Anglophone philosophers would normally speak of knowledge. Science as an ideal
agency enjoyed a very high status in the Bolshevik world, compared to that of
Party and People (or Proletariat). Bolsheviks knew thatParty could not rulewith
out relying on Science, in otherwords, thatPower depended on Knowledge. On
theother hand, they insisted thatScience could not be separated frompolitics and
ideology, inotherwords, thatKnowledge could not be independent of Power. These
two symmetrical epistemological theseswere represented in theBolsheviks' lan
guage as the two formulaic phrases about Science and Party quoted above.7 In the
Bolsheviks' metaphysical world, thesewere two differentbut interrelated agen

cies. The relationship between them could be nothing short of preexisting har
mony, as pictured in the socialist realist painting below (Figure 1).
The genre of socialist realism prescribed theuse of naturalistic images to rep
resent theworld as it should be rather than as it is. True to its canons, thepainting
depicts real historical characters and a meeting thatactually took place in January
1921, when Lenin received representatives of theUnited Council ofLearned Insti
tutions (sitting left to right): the vice-president of theRussian Academy of Sci
ences, themathematician V.A. Steklov, thepresident of theMilitary Medical Acad
emy,Professor V.N. Tonkov, and thepermanent secretaryof theRussian Academy
of Sciences, theorientalist S.F. Oldenburg. The real-world purpose of thevisitwas
a protest by academics against theirmiserable economic conditions and the
communist-enforced radical reformof higher education, which led to a series of
strikesbyMoscow and Petrograd professors. The painter satisfied the rules of the
genre, however, by placing themeeting in the ideal world andmaking it symbolize
the perfect understanding between Science and Party.
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2. THE BOLSHEVIK

PACT WITH THE SPECIALISTS, AND ITS FAILURE

The practical relationship between Soviet politicians and scientists (in contrast
to the ideal one, between Party and Science) was a far cry from preexisting har
mony. Itwas rathera kind of negotiated compromise, the termsofwhich changed
over time.The firstSoviet pact of the 1920s was characterized by an unusually

high participation of scientists and engineers in government agencies. Old Czarist
ministries were dissolved: all that survived of the formerMining Department was
itsGeological Committee; of theAgricultural Ministry, theAgricultural Scientific
Committee. The only continuity between former bureaucracies and new Soviet
commissariats was the continuity of scientific expertise. During the first
post-revolutionary years, as inexperienced communist officialswere tryingto learn
the skills of everydaymanagement, scientists and otherprofessionals enjoyed much
strongerpolitical influence than theyhad had before the revolution. They were not
just providing expertise, but directly participating in decision-making on politi
cally important issues, such as metric, calendar, and spelling reforms, the grand
project of electrification, and matters of everyday politics. The central state com
mission forplanning the economy, Gosplan, had a communist engineer at the top

but consisted otherwise of mostly non-communist professors and engineers.
Non-party professionals also figured prominently in Soviet military, industrial,
medical, agricultural, and educational bureaucracies.8
These professionals within Soviet government offices were called "bourgeois
(sic!) specialists." The firstword, "bourgeois," referred to the undeniable: not
only were theynon-communists, theydid not speak, behave, or dress like commu
nists, and theywere not even expected to be sympathizers. "Specialists are un
avoidably bourgeois enmasse, due to thevery circumstances of the social life that
made them specialists," Lenin plainly admitted in early 1918 while formulating
the basics of party politics toward experts.9Yet the second word, "specialists,"
changed themeaning of the entire label from negative to positive and implied a
need for toleration and compromise, which in fact, could reach very far.Vladimir
Ipatiev,monarchist, general of theCzarist army, and chemistry professor, was ap
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pointed de facto head of theSoviet chemical industryand sent toGermany in 1923
to conduct top-secretnegotiations about producing chemical weapons.10
The condition for such an unusual collaboration was that specialists keep their
private political views separate from theirpublic professional service. The Bol
sheviks' belief inpreexistingharmony between true science and truepolitics worked
to the extent that ithelped to justify something rather improbable: the assumption
that if specialists would leave theirpolitical values at home and enter public of
fices as professionals only, theywould act as the communists' "natural allies." The
most importantboundaries between science and politics to be maintained and
guarded during theperiod were thatwithin government offices between their two

constituents?political commissars and professional experts?and thatwithin the
minds of individual scientists between theirpolitical views and professional ser
vice. Communists were aware that these boundaries were not impermeable, that
some specialists could fail tomaintain the internal separation between politics and
science and could also mislead technically illiterate commissars. They monitored
government bodies and individual specialists for specific failures,but did not aban
don the general termsof the compromise.
The more radical among the communists, however, worried that the boundary
was even more permeable and that the "wrong" politics could be sold to them
under thedisguise of scientific expertise. In plain words, they suspected thatbour
geois expertswere guiding communist officials, not theotherway around.11These
views, which were not entirelyunjustified, received official support in spring 1928,
when the existing compromise with "bourgeois specialists" was declared a failure
because of an alleged conspiracy of engineers in the smallmining town of Shachty.
This event signaled the outbreak of the so-called Cultural Revolution, which at

tempted to force the realworld into correspondence with its ideal picture. Speak
ing in 1925,Zinoviev had cautiously expected the "convergence of our two camps,"
Party and Science, to occur in some unspecified future.The Cultural Revolution of
1929 strove to achieve this in just a few years. On theone hand, communist activ
ists and radical students imposed political differentiationsupon the existing body
of specialists, separating so-called "wreckers," to be unmasked, fired, and often
purged, from loyal ones, to be quickly "forged" into sincere communist sympa
thizers. A

further, even more
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ambitious
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rect" politics, hundreds of thousands younger communists and proletarians were
sent to colleges to learn and internalize scientific and technical knowledge.12
The latterwere encouraged to graduate as quickly as possible, in two or three

years, ignoring the traditional curricular requirements and discipline. The revolu
tionary chaos, during which the boundary between the scientific and the political
was plainly rejected, lasted about three years as well. Once the first cohorts of
hastily trained engineers entered theworkplace, their lack of qualification was
tacitlyacknowledged. In June 1931 Stalin signaled the closing of the radical cam
paign by criticizing "excesses" of specialist-baiting. Although Utopian goals were
not realized, Stalin proclaimed themain objective to have been achieved. In his
view, the old intelligentsia had learned its lesson and was "turning toward Soviet
power."13 From thatpoint onward itbecame obligatory to state in public thatSo
viet scientistswere devoted to theparty's goals. This change in public speech was
accompanied by changes in thepractical relationship between politicians and sci

entists.

3. THE STALINIST PACT WITH THE INTELLIGENTSIA
Some things returned towhere theyhad been before theCultural Revolution,
or even before the revolution of 1917. Old specialists were restored to high posi
tions inprofessional?though not political?offices. Class preferences for students
were abolished and replaced by insistence on high educational standards and dis
cipline. Professional boundaries between scientists and politicians were restored:
no longer would a person without academic
qualifications be sent to direct an
academic institute,no longer a non-communist specialist appointed to direct a
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responsible government office.Yet, togetherwith the stricterdivision of labor, one
can observe a rapprochement between professional politicians and professional
scientists: the two groups were starting to resemble each other in some important

aspects. Consider firstthepoliticians.
One could no longer find in government offices two collaborating but dis
tinctlydifferentspecies, bourgeois specialists and political commissars. Both were
wiped out "as a class"?the formerby theCultural Revolution, the latterfinally by
the purges of 1937/8?and both were replaced by a new generation of political
managers. Atypical Stalinist apparatchik was raised as a communist and educated
as a specialist; the Stalinist bureaucracy typically recruited itsmembers from the
graduating classes of engineering schools, not those of law or politics. Many who

received their technical education during theCultural Revolution went into poli
tics andmanagement.14 Even if their scientific trainingwas less than adequate for
professional work as a scientist or engineer, itwas certainly far superior to thatof
a conventional politician. That is why theirpolitical and managerial skills were
considered superior to those of "old Bolsheviks," thebrilliantly eloquent but tech
nically illiteratepolitical agitators and revolutionary conspirators.Here again, the
practical solution reflected the ideal picture: the combination of communist up
bringing and technical trainingwas supposed to guarantee the "scientific" quality
of political management. The purges of the old communists opened breathtaking
career opportunities for the younger generation of Stalinist politicians. Some of
them, by the late thirties?when theywere themselves in their thirties?rose to

become heads of government commissariats. By the timeof Stalin's death in 1953
they constituted the bulk of the second echelon of politicians fromwhich new
Politburo members were recruited.
From their academic mentors the new generation of politicians learned not
only basic science, but apparently some values as well. They wanted to appear
"cultured," valued the aesthetics of a well-off middle class lifestyle (previously

branded "bourgeois"), abandoned egalitarian values and proletarian appearances,
discovered the simple pleasures of hierarchy and privileges, and generally referred
to themselves as belonging to the "Soviet intelligentsia." Sheila Fitzpatrick has
characterized the "Soviet intelligentsia" as the self-description of the new Soviet
elite that came to power in the 1930s.15 Professionals?engineers
and scientists
even though
also
considered
of
the
Soviet
and
them?were
among
part
intelligentsia,
their level in thehierarchy of elite groups was certainly lower, they, too, enjoyed
certainmaterial privileges and prestige. But they also had to learn and internalize

new

values.
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A new generation was risingwithin academic ranks, too,many ofwhom were
sincere communists. Since purges hit the academic elite less harshly than the po
litical one, the generational change proceeded more slowly. The unwritten rule
thatrequired partymembership forpromotion to a highmanagerial position in the
scientific establishment, beginning at the level of an institutedirector or a chief
editor of a journal, did not become effective until the post-Stalin era. Throughout
the entire Stalin period, non-party scientists continued to figureprominently at the
top of the academic institutional hierarchy. But even older scientists,who had

lived through theperiod of harassment and purges, had to declare themselves the
party's conscientious supporters and sympathizers and to live up to this image.
It became easier for them to do this,because some of thenew political values
reminded them of their own older ones. They, too, liked the hierarchy and the

restoration of academic titlesand degrees, with corresponding prestige,which the
egalitarian early Soviet regime had abolished as medieval relics. They welcomed
the improvements ineducational standards, discipline, and academic criteria.Even
in official Soviet ideology they could recognize some themes borrowed from the
ideology of older academics: the turnfrom internationalist to nationalist priorities
was accompanied by propagandistic claims forRussian (pre-revolutionary) prior
ity in the sciences. Such claims initially took root among Russian scientists in the
years precedingWorld War I, when all European nations were preoccupied with
thiskind of cultural nationalism. Suppressed but not entirely forgottenduring the
revolutionary and internationalistperiod of Soviet history, they resurfaced in offi
cial discourse bymid-30s and inflated to caricature dimensions during the 1940s.16
Although the historian should not take at face value senior scientists' public
declarations of love for the party, still some positive changes did occur. One of
these cases has been widely discussed: Ivan Pavlov included in his address to the
in 1935 a statement of public
International Physiological Congress inMoscow
for
the
Soviet
of
science, proposing a toast to the
praise
regime's generous support
great social experimenters:

from head to foot. My whole
life has been
you know, I am an experimenter
to experiment. Our government
is also an experimenter, only in an incom
desire to live, in order to see the comple
parably higher category. I passionately
tion of this historic social experiment.

As

given

Pavlov had enjoyed such high status that even the terrorof Cultural Revolution
had not prevented him from publicly ridiculing communist policies. In 1935 he
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agreed, for the firsttime, to change his tune.17Even more strikingis theentry in the
private diary of the geochemist Vladimir Vernadsky. In 1937, during the frighten
ingyear of thegreat purges,Vernadsky dared towrite down life-threateningphrases
about police communism, about the horrors of the terrorand dictatorship, and?
not without some gloating?about
the demise of old Bolsheviks whom he genu
To
these
he
disliked.
added,18
inely
see here that positive, creative work is done by "non-party"
and
intelligentsia
not by that vast mass of communists
who
by such men as Stalin, Molotov?but
are morally
below
and intellectually
average. A conviction
clearly understood

we

and spreadingamong the intelligentsiais thatthepolitics of Stalin-Molotov is

Russian

and is necessary

Russian

people.

for the state. Their party enemies

are also enemies

of the

The restoration of order, hierarchy, and boundaries between science and politics
meant a returnto a compromise between scientists and politicians?a compromise
thatcan be called theStalinist pact. The new relationship has often been character
ized in implicitlygendered terms. Soviet publications and statementspictured itas
a romantic (but traditional) partnership between Party and Science. The former
partner provided support and leadership, while the latterresponded with sincere
devotion and assistance, with both inseparably tied togetherby true and mutual
love. Understandably, jealous ideological rivals denounced the relationship as one
of tightcontrol, abuse, and domination, occasionally even implying themetaphor
of rape. Far from being either romantic love or forcible submission, the partner
ship?if we carry thegendered metaphor further?resembled more closely a tradi
tionalmarriage of convenience. Based on some shared values and interests and a
process of give-and-take, itwas not free of occasional domestic violence.
4. POST-WAR NEGOTIATIONS ABOUT POWER
could not afford the luxury of grand-scale ad
During thewar, theU.S.S.R.
vanced scientificprojects with uncertain promise for the future.Such projects that
imitatedGerman and American undertakings were only launched at the very end
of thewar. By that time, the specter of theU.S. atomic bomb dominated the re
newed Soviet discourse about science and politics and demanded changes in the
termsof thecompromise. According toDavid Holloway, Stalin feared thebomb as
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a diplomatic weapon rather than as a military one. The bomb became the very
symbol of superpower status,which Stalin was determined to claim forhis coun
try.19It also was the symbol of themost advanced science. Thus themetaphysical
idea thatPower and Knowledge are at some level inseparable lost its abstraction:

with the bomb ithad acquired a very powerful representation in a concrete and
much desired object.
On August 20, 1945, thePolitburo ordered the creation of a Special Commit
tee for replicating theManhattan Project. This institutionbrought together scien
tistsand top politicians, providing a forum for regular contacts and creating oppor

tunities for renegotiating their respective spheres of authority.The first scientist
who tried to shiftthe termsof the existing pact, as early as 1945, was amember of
the Special Committee, Piotr Kapitza. Among Soviet politicians Kapitza was un
officially known forbeing "non-Soviet," yet they thought itwas possible towork
with him. During thewar Kapitza had even been appointed to public office as the
head of theOxygen Trust, organizing a branch of industry for the production of
liquid oxygen. Normally, the Stalinist pact would not have allowed this,but the
war was an exceptional time, and an exception was made forKapitza.20
The famous letters thatKapitza wrote to Stalin and other top politicians usu
ally dealt with concrete problems of his work, but in such a way as to allow him to
address more general topics. In fall 1945 he sent Stalin two long lettersabout the
Special Committee and his conflictwith itshead, the terrifyingformerchief of the
state police Lavrentii Beria. Kapitza also addressed general principles of theorga
nization of the Soviet atomic project and the roles of scientists and politicians in
theU.S.S.R. He used his own career as an illustration for the present unsatisfac
toryrelationship:21
turbine oxygen producing
got going when I, quite abnor
installation...only
was quite an
the head of the Oxygen
Trust....This
mally for a scientist, became
abnormal and indeed absurd situation, and the power it brought weighed
heavily
on me, but I put up with it because
there was a war on. Experience
shows that I

My

was

able

tomake

the Sovnarkom,
today in solving

listen tome only as Kapitza,
Director of the Trust under
people
but not as Kapitza,
the scientist....This
is exactly the situation
the problems of the atomic bomb.

Kapitza dared topropose to Stalin a redistributionof power between scientists and
politicians, but since thewords "party" and "power" were practically synonymous,
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itwas difficult to formulate the idea of thedivision of power inpolitically accept
able language. He thus resorted to a metaphor:22
There was

the emperor stood the patriarch;
the church was
alongside
of culture. The church is becoming
and the patriarchs
obsolete,
their day, but the country cannot manage
without
leaders in the sphere
a time when

then the bearer
have had

our technology,
of ideas. Only
science and scientists can move
and
economy,
state forward. You, like Lenin, move
the country forward as a scholar and a thinker.
The country has been exceptionally
fortunate to have such leaders; but there may
not always be such interdisciplinary men. Sooner or later, we will have to raise
to the level of patriarchs. This is necessary because without it, scientists
serve the country with enthusiasm. We cannot buy such people.
not always
America
that patriarchal position for the scien
can, but not us. Without
Capitalist
scientists

will

tist, the country
rade Beria

cannot

grow on its own...therefore,

to learn more

respect

it is time for men

like Com

for scientists.

Both Kapitza and Stalin must have been aware that themetaphor was wrong as a
historical reference. Peter theGreat, who was the first to proclaim himself the
Emperor of Russia, also instituteda church reform that abolished the post of the
patriarch. The institution of patriarchy in theRussian orthodox church was re

stored only after the revolution. But Kapitza needed the image of the patriarch
alongside the emperor to symbolize the level of his claim. His proposal that the
Party share power with scientistswas not acceptable to Stalin. Although no answer
inwords exists?perhaps Stalin, too, lacked theappropriate language?he accepted
Kapitza's request to resign from the Special Committee.
In contrast toKapitza, the scientistwho was chosen to lead the Soviet atomic
effort,Igor Kurchatov, was "very Soviet" in the opinion of politicians, and that
was why he was preferred to another candidate, A.I. Alikhanov.23 Kurchatov's at
titude about his role with respect to the party and the government was thatof an
exemplary military general: he minded his own business, stuck tohis area of com
petence, and obeyed political orders. Very characteristically, the future scientific
head of the Soviet atomic project had already been nicknamed "General" by his
academic peers before thewar.24 In his perception?and thatofmany others?the
atomic project was necessary to save the country from a possible nuclear attack
and, as thedirect continuation of thewar-time effort,required equal discipline and
self-sacrifice.Kurchatov himself is known for occasionally signing his lettersas

"soldier Kurchatov." Itwas very unlikely thathe would startbargaining forbetter
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termswith Stalin. Perhaps precisely because of Kurchatov's modesty and devo
tion, Stalin made themove himself in January 1946, at what was apparently his
firstmeeting with the scientist.According toKurchatov's notes, Stalin said25
that our scientists were

and they sometimes did not notice that they
very modest
state suffered very much, yet it is surely possible
to ensure that
live poorly...our
several thousand people can live very well, and several
[hundred] people better
so that they can relax, and with their own
than very well, with their own dachas,
cars.

Stalin did not offer scientistsmore political power?the partywas not allowed to
trade away power?but he extended theirprivileges to a level comparable to those
of the party elite. The word "privileges," too, could not be mentioned in official
discourse, but Stalin found theway tomake his offerpublic when, on February 9,
1946, he gave one of his very rare public speeches. This was a campaign address in

advance of the firstpostwar elections to the Supreme Soviet, and it contained the
necessary promises to theelectorate. To Soviet citizens Stalin promised two things:
the end of rationing, and a "wide scale construction of all kinds of scientific re
search institutes."He assured his audience that"no doubt...if we render theneces
sary assistance to our scientists theywill be able not only to overtake but also in
thevery near future to surpass the achievements of science outside theboundaries
of our country."26The latterphrase was also amessage to foreign observers.West
ern analysts misinterpreted Stalin's speech?perhaps quite willingly?as
a decla
ration of hostility, and this became an important event for the beginning of the
Cold War. In fact, Stalin was not interested in hostility, but offered the former
allies a competition. Ostensibly thiswas a competition in science. But since "the
achievements of science outside theboundaries of our country" obviously meant
thebomb, "science" was also a parable for superpower status. Stalin was not going
to accept American hegemony based on amonopoly of nuclear weapons. He would
not give up claims for superpower status and was ready to compete in science and,
therefore,

in power.

The phrase "to catch up and surpass!" subsequently became a popular slogan
of the early Cold War period. It typically referred to science?not just nuclear, but
itsmotivation was sincerely shared by a great many Soviet re
any kind?and
searchers,who were also happy to enjoy theirnewly privileged status.This status
did not includemuch in absolute material terms: "verywell" for several thousand
senior scientistsmeant sufficientquantity and somewhat better quality food from
special rations and grocery stores and, with some luck, a separate apartment for
the family.Although contradictory to the egalitarian Soviet mentality, these privi
25. Holloway (ref. 19), 148.
26.
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leges meant a lot in relative terms, and in practice theywere highly valued in a
poor country ruined by thewar, with burned-out villages and leveled cities and
factories, with peasants starving and big-city dwellers living in shared,
apartments.

one-room-per-family

Perhaps

even

more

important

was

social

pres

tige and public image in society, inwhich scientists now ranked higher thanengi
neers, the pre-war elite among theprofessionals.
Like many other material rewards, such privileges were distributed in late
Stalinist society strictly according to hierarchical criteria. The physicist Sergei
Frish recalled with irony that as early as 1943, the Soviet Academy of Sciences
used to have among its system of special stores and buffets some specially desig
nated "for fullmembers only." (Frish only became a corresponding member of the
Academy.) Many postwar apparatchiks and some scientists developed thekind of
obesity that reflected the stressful and sleepless life of themanagerial elite and
was also characteristic of those who had suffered enough from hunger in earlier
years. Higher privileges in Stalinist society came togetherwith grave responsibili
ties, increased dangers, and sacrifices at work. Valentin Berezhkov noted with
some puzzlement thathe had never had a cold during all the years thathe worked
as Stalin's personal interpreter;for the firsttimehe felt sick and took a day offonly
after Stalin's death. Kurchatov, among others, received high doses of radiation
while repairing a malfunctioned nuclear reactor in 1949.27Like Sergei Korolev,
the head of the Soviet space program, and many Stalinist ministers, Kurchatov
died at an early age of heart failure. For him and many others, those sacrifices
were not unusual?in comparison to themuch greater sacrifices by soldiers and
civilians during thewar?and worthy of the higher goal, "to catch up and sur
pass!"

5. THE POST-STALIN SETTLEMENT
By 1955 the Soviet atomic quest could be considered successful with the test
of the firstdeliverable H-bomb. It brought a feeling of improved security and
confidence inSoviet superpower status. Scientists had fulfilled theirpromise, and
the government did not economize on honors, privileges, and new investments in
scientific infrastructure.
However, thepublic stature and prestige of scientists had
risen so high thatprivileges alone were not sufficient,and a new round of negotia
tionswas in sight.This time itwas not a politically sophisticated senior scientist,
but a young and inexperienced unsociable genius, Andrei Sakharov, who chal
lenged the boundaries of the existing compromise. This did not come out of his
political opposition to theregime?which started later?but arose because Sakharov
himself was a believer in the ideal image of the socialist system, itsmorality and
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professed goals. Most scientists lose theirpolitical naivete somewhere on theway
up to positions of political importance. In his concentration on weapons design
and his social isolation in the secret laboratory,Sakharov rose so quickly thathe
stillpossessed youthful idealism at the time of his firstdirect dialogue with politi
cal power.

Immediately after the successful testof 1955, the deputy minister of defense,
Mitrofan Nedelin, hosted a banquet where Sakharov, as the chief designer of the
device, was invited to propose the firsttoast:28
Glass

as
in hand, I rose and said something
like: "May all our devices
explode
as today's, but always over the test sites and never over the cities."

successfully

The table fell silent,as if I had said somethingindecent.Nedelin grinneda bit

crookedly. Then he rose, glass in hand, and said: "Let me tell a parable. An old
man wearing
only a shirt was praying before an icon. 'Guide me, harden me.
Guide me, harden me.' His wife, who was lying on the stove, said: 'Just pray to be
hard, old man,

I can guide

it inmyself.'

Let's

drink to getting hard."

Marshal Nedelin was a soldier: expressing his professional philosophy on the rela
tionshipwith political leadership, he advised Sakharov to adopt a similar attitude.
The topic of power sharingwas as commonsensical as itwas unspeakable in seri
ous public discussion, likematters of sex in puritan Soviet culture. Nedelin thus
alluded to itbymeans of a sexual allegory.
Sakharov was shocked and offended by what he feltwas a rude and ob
scene demonstration of the limits he was not allowed to trespass. The episode
provoked in him critical thoughts thathis social world was not exactly as itwas

ideally described. But rather than accepting theunspoken compromise, he contin
ued to take the Soviet metaphysics literally,not separating science completely
frompolitics and values. Thus he asked an uncomfortable question, "what moral
and political conclusions should be drawn from [scientific] figures,"29when esti
mating the radiation dangers of atmospheric nuclear tests. Soviet officials wel
comed this as long as it helped them to criticize U.S. policies, but not when it
started to contradict their own decisions on when to resume nuclear testing.On
one such occasion, Nikita Khrushchev reprimanded Sakharov in a public but still
friendlyfashion.30
Sakharov

goes further. He's moved
beyond science into politics. Here he's pok
nose
his
where
it
doesn't
belong. You can be a good scientist without under
ing
the specialists. You
standing a thing about politics....Leave
politics to us?we're
make
and test them, and we won't
interfere with you; we'll
your bombs
help
you....Sakharov,
28. Andrei
29. Gennady

don't

Sakharov,

Memoirs

Gorelik,

"Andrei

talk given
practical humanics,"
30. Sakharov
(ref. 28), 217.

try to tell us what

to do or how
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Neither thisadvice, nor Sakharov's growing political maturity, prevented him from
furtherinterference in political affairs. In 1964, theAcademy of Sciences was in
the process of approving results for the elections of new members. The biology
division presented several elected candidatures, among themNikolai Nuzhdin, a

particularly obnoxious associate of Lysenko. Although Lysenko's reputation and
influence among politicians were thenon theverge of collapsing, he was stilloffi
cially in favor. Several physicists andmathematicians agreed to join effortsto vote
down Nuzhdin, and theydid. The mathematician Pavel Aleksandrov and thebio
chemistVladimir Engelgardt questioned Nuzhdin's academic credentials, and the
physicist Igor Tamm criticized him for opposing recent discoveries of gene struc
ture and thereforehindering practical applications. Had Sakharov been informed
of the conspiracy, he would have left thematter tomore experienced senior col
leagues. His entry intodiscussion was unprepared and emotional, once again break
ing the politically acceptable code of public speech: "I urge all present academi
cians to vote in such a way that all positive votes belong only to persons who,
togetherwith Nuzhdin, togetherwith Lysenko, share responsibility for the shame
ful, difficultperiod in the development of Soviet science which is currentlycom
an end."31
ing to

The phrase provoked immediate scandal and impassioned protest by Lysenko.
The Academy's presidentMstislav Keldysh tried to smooth things over, calling
Sakharov's remark tactless and urging themeeting to proceed to other topics. The
exact wording of Sakharov's comments, however, did not refer to a individual
candidate alone, but also implied a critique of thepolitical decision by theParty to
back Lysenko in 1948. Khrushchev was outraged by Sakharov's remarks and burst
out angrily at theCentral Committee Plenum in July 1964: "Comrades, forpoliti
cal leadership, I think,we have our Party and theCentral Committee, and if the
Academy of Sciences intervenes,we dissolve theAcademy tohell."32He was pro
tecting thepoliticians' sphere of expertise frompublic criticism, just as some sci
entists might have protected their field of professional expertise from external
interventions.The threatto theAcademy was notmeant very seriously:Khrushchev
was expressing his emotions rather thana potential action. But by lettingemotions
lead him, Khrushchev, like Sakharov, broke the code of accepted political talk.
Three months later,when theCentral Committee voted him out of the office, the
inventoryofKhrushchev's "serious political mistakes" included his "tactless" tone
in relationship with theAcademy and, furtherdown on the list,his mistaken sup
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port of Lysenko.33 In post-Stalin and post-bomb times, the party needed to learn
polite and non-confrontational ways of addressing science, if itwanted to receive
the same

in return.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In the late Soviet period, polite intercoursebecame thedominant characteristic
of the relationship between political and academic elites. The public prestige and
privileges of scientists in Soviet society remained in relative, though not absolute
termsgreater than in theWest. The scientific establishment was granted a consid
erable degree of autonomy within thewalls of the research institutesand inside a
number of "scientific towns," such as Akademgorodok in Siberia, which were
inhabited and managed largely by scientists themselves.34The party learned the
lesson of theLysenko mistake and paid respect to conventional boundaries of sci
entists' sphere of authority,no longer venturing into the riskybusiness of openly
taking sides in scientific controversies.
Reciprocally, scientistswere not supposed to openly contradict official ideol
ogy or theparty's political management of society.They had to behave appropri
ately as polite political animals and pay due respect to social conventions. Those

who satisfied these requirements could receive certain privileges unthinkable for
other Soviet citizens, like occasional and carefullymeasured permission to travel
abroad. For themost part, the academic community learned how to live up to the
termsof thenew compromise in a non-confrontational way. Only Sakharov and a
few other dissidents continued to insist that scientific expertisemade them quali
fied to speak on political matters and to complain that "the scientificmethod of
directing policy, the economy, arts, education, and military affairs still has not
become a reality."35
The unauthorized circulation and eventual foreign publication
of thispolitical essay in 1968 destroyed Sakharov's last ties to thepolitical estab
lishment.

The new polite relationship between science and politics carefully respected
theirmutual spheres of authority.How, then, could the high-level harmony be
tween Science and Party be worked out in themundane world? The solution found

in the late Soviet period consisted of reciprocal cooptation. The party still lacked
themeans to divide political power in any official and explicit way, granting a
portion of it to scientists as a guild. But it found a way to give selected representa
tives of the scientific establishment the status of politicians, by electing some top
33.
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academicians to the party's Central Committee and thus admitting them to the
political elite proper. Reciprocally, theAcademy of Sciences granted some repre
sentativemanagers of science and industrythe status of scholars by electing them
regularmembers of theAcademy. This ritualof exchanging members between two
tribeshelped achieve a harmonious relationship for the firsttime in Soviet history.
From 1964 until the end of the Soviet era, no record exists of anymajor disagree
ment between theAcademy and theparty.
The problem moved elsewhere: since only the top representatives of the aca
demic hierarchymight move inpolitical circles, themajority of scientists felteven

more deprived of political power. A riftdeveloped inside the academic hierarchy
between those admitted to thepolitical elite and the rest.The new location of the
boundary between science and politics manifested itselfopenly during the era of
Gorbachev's perestroika, when theAcademy's official leadership was among the
staunchest defenders of theSoviet statusquo, while the rank-and-file intelligentsia
The Soviet-type compromise between Knowl
demanded themost radical reforms.36
edge and Power was no longer acceptable to them.Having alienated a major por
tionof itsown elite, the Soviet regime lost itsviability years before perestroika. In

1991 pro-democracy opposition by white-collar, scientific and technical workers
inMoscow and Leningrad, togetherwith nationalisticmovements on theoutskirts,
itself.
finally brought down the rule of the communist party and then theU.S.S.R.
At least for Soviet science, success immediately proved to be self-destructive:
togetherwith the regime and theparty, itsmoderate privileges, financial support,
and elite social statuswere also gone.
The Soviet cultural experience is of a more enduring character, as various as
pects of it?by borrowing, disguise, or negation?have been transformed into fea
turesof contemporary life.At theheight of theCold War, theSoviet andAmerican
metaphysics of Power and Knowledge had one thing in common: scientism, or the
idea thatPower depended upon Knowledge inways thatwere most essential. They
disagreed about the opposite direction of the arrow: in theU.S., science was pro
claimed independent of ideology and politics, while Soviets thoughtthatthebound
arywas permeable bothways. Rejecting the ideology of pure science, Soviet Marx

ists proclaimed instead the ideology of practically oriented and politically laden
research.A furtheraspect of the differencewas themetaphysics of Power itself:
for the Soviets, power was indivisible and linked togetherwith ideology. Today it
is hardly possible tomaintain either an unconditional belief in pure and apolitical
science, or an ideology of undivided totalitarianpower. Having abandoned these
elements of themetaphysics of the two Cold War rivals, contemporary societies
are tryingto combine the rest, the idea of political pluralism and the view of sci
ence as entangled with society and itsvalues.
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